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lntroduction

Both military and civil aircraft can be stored safely in
underground hangars, provided there is adequate ventila-
tion to prevent the accumulation of water vapour and
gases, such as methane, carbon dioxide and radon.

Another problem that may arise with inadequate ventila-
tion is the growth of mould and fungal colonies'

It is desirable to provide a stable level of natural venti-
lation, which means that allowances have to be made for
local variations in temperature and wind flow throughout
the year. Ideally, the system should be capable of quite

wide variation in air exchange rates, which are mainly
determined by the pressure heads generated by the exter-

nal temperature and wind flow. Location of the air intake

opening is also of obvious importance if the system is to

avoid the importation of outdoor air pollutants. One of
the best places to situate the opening is in a forest, where

there is little air pollution.

Abstract
The storage of aircraft in underground tunnels can only be achieved safely if
there is adequate ventilation. The theoretical aspects ofthe design ofsuch an

underground space are considered from the point ofview ofproviding natural

ventilation. If the ventilation air is to be dried in an attempt to reduce corfo-

sion of the stored aircraft, this should be achieved by placing a dehumidifica-

tion plant nea¡ the air intake and ensuring that sufficient air flows through the

tunnels in the same direction throughout the year. Cost-effective conditioning

of the input air can be achieved with a salt solution liquid spray dehumidifier
regenerated by solar power.

The direction of surface air flow influences the air
quality in the naturally ventilated underground space.

With frequent changes in the direction of surface air flow,

it is necessary to correct for this in the design ofthe system

so that external supply of fresh air is maintained. Damp-
ness should not be allowed to develop in the underground
space. Although supply air may be dehumidified, such

air-conditioning adds substantially to the servicing costs,

so it is appropriate to attempt to achieve this by natural

ventilation.
This paper addresses the design features that may

enable the ventilation to be achieved by natural means

[1-3], thus providing a safe shelter for the aircraft whilst

avoiding the unnecessary consumption of energy.

Calculation of the Determinants of Natural
Ventilation of an Underground Space [4]

Natural ventilation ol an underground space depends upon the

heat pressure head (Ap), which is a function ofthe difference in air
temperature between the inside and outside of the space.
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The heat pressure head Áp¡ is as shown in flrgure I as

Apt: H(t, - to) TolTo ( 1)

where H is the height dillerence of the air outlet place and the air
inlet place, ts is the air temperature in underground space, to is the
outdoor temperature, yo is the weight in unit volume, To is the ther-
modynamic temperature. It can be seen, the conditions causing the
heat pressure head are the height dilference H and the temperature
diflerence (t, - to).

Although there is little difference in the height, temperature will
vary during the day and throughout the year. In general, the air inlet
gate should be set at its highest level in summer and at its lowest level
rn wlnter.

For a long tunnel, the temperature change caused by natural ven-
tilation occurs mainly at the inlet section, whilst that in the deep
section remains almost constant. If it is considered that the higher
gate section can store heat and the lower gate section can store cool-
ing energy, the upper section ofthe tunnel is appropriate for the stor-
age olaircraft in cold weather and the lower section ideal in hot sum-
mers [3].

According to the Bernoulli equation [5, 6], the kinetic pressure of
wind pu is as

P" = yvrl(2 8') Q)

where v is the wind velocity (m/s), y is the weight of air in unit vol-
ume (kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2).

The residual pressure on windward side is p¡, i.e.

Pr : nr Pv, (3)

where n¡ is the kinetic pressure coefficient on the windward side, it is
a positive value.

The residual pressure on the other sides is p2, i.e.

Þu: nu Pv, (4)

where n2 is the kinetic pressure coefficient on the sides with the wind
and on the sides under the wind, it is some negative value [7-9].

The wind pressure head on a tunnel can be written as

ÂÞu: Þr - Þ:: (n, - nz) pu. (5)

It can be seen, the lull pressure head lor the natural ventilation is
as

Àpo:Ap¡+Apu, (ó)

which shows the full pressure head is the algebraic sum of the heat
pressure head and the wind pressure head, which can either intensify
or cancel out each other.

If the two gates of a tunnel are both placed on the leeward side or
the windward side, then the wind pressure head becomes zero (i.e.
ap, = o).

Thus the pressure head necessary for adequate natural ventilation
of an underground space can be controlled by appropriate use of
landform, topography and natural climate.

The lull pressure head can overcome the friction as the air flow
passing through the runway. The lriction can be represented as the
pressure head loss, which includes the local pressure head loss and
the pressure head loss along the air flow path.

The local pressure head loss occurs when the air flows through the
inlet, the outlet, the corner, and the contraction, as well as expansion.
The pressure head loss along the path corresponds to the air flow
passing through the straight part ola tunnel.

Fig. 1. The heat pressure head for an underground space.

The expressions are written as follows:
The pressure head loss at air inlet is as

Lp¡ = Ç¡¡¡v |l(2 g) (7)

The pressure head loss at air outlet is as

Lp2: (2y2v2]12 g) (8)

The pressure head loss at corner is as

Áp,¡ : (,y¡v¡2/(2 g) (9)

The pressure head loss at contraction is as

Âp.; : Ç¡7¡v;r/(2 g) ( l0)

The pressure head loss at expansion is as

Ap"¡:(.¡y¡v¡r/(29) (ll)
The pressure head loss along the path is as

Àpo¡ : fuy¡v ¡2l(2 g) ( 12)

where (1, lz, Ç" Ç, Ç¡, Ç¡ are respectively called the inlet lriction
factor, the outlet lriction factor, the corner lriction factor, the con-
traction lriction factor, the expansion friction lactor, and the straight
path lriction factor.

The straight path friction factor is as

çr- Àrlr/ôr (13)

where I¡ is the surrounding surface friction for unit length, l1 is the
length ofa straight part section ofthe tunnel, ôr is the characteristic
diameter. We have [8]

ô1:4FlU (14)

)"t = llll.7 4 - 2logro(2erlô r)12 ( I 5)

where e¡ is the roughness ofthe tunnel surface, e: 2 mm lor concrete
surface, F is the area ofthe tunnel cross-section; U is the periphery of
the area F.

The balanced equation is

Apo = Âpr + Ap2+ I¡Ap¡ + E¡Âp.¡ + IçÂp.¡+ I¡Âp,¡ (16)

where i, j, k and I is respectively the order number olthe corners, the
contractions, the expansions and the straight tunnel sections.
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By the theorem ofcontinuity for flux, we have

F¡v¡:f'2yt:F¡v¡:Fç¡v.¡ :Fervr:F¿¡v¡ :F"v" (17)

where Fs are, respectively, the area of the corresponding cross-sec-

tion, that is, the products ofthe velocity v and the cross-section area

F equals a constant, or

Fv : constant. (18)

By the above-mettioted relation, let us take a cross-section area

F" as controlled area, passing through which the air velocity is v", so

the air velocity vr passing through the area Fr then we have

v, : (F"/F1) v" ( 19)

Substituting expressions 8 to 12 into expression 16 and consid-
ering expression I 9, we have

po: [(111(F"/F )2 + Ç2y2(F"lF2)2 + EiÇiy(F./F,i)2 + ¿çjyjGJF"j)2

+ I¡Ç¡1¡(F"/F"¡)2 + I1Ç1y¡(F"lFu1)2lv"2l(2 g) (20)

if the air temperature in underground space is approximately equal
to a constant, 1, we have

It -'^lz- Yi-'lj - Tk - Yr - T Ql)
then we can solve the air velocity passing through the controlled area

as

v": [2gÁpo/(y(¡)]r/2 (22)

where (¿ is the total friction lactor as

(r: (rGc/Fr)2 + Ç2(F"/F2)2 >içi(Fc/F,J2 + lÇ¡(F"/F"1)2

+ E¡Ç¡(F"/F.¡)2 + I1Ç(F"/FJ2 (23)

The friction factors in the last expression can be assigned some

approximate value as

(r : 1.5; Çz: 1.0;Ç¡ : t.S; Çr,: 1.0;

Çr: Irlrôr þy expression 6)

(¡ - 0 (for streamline curve surface)

Substituting expressions I and 5 into 6, we have

Ápo: H1o(t. - to)/T + (n1 - n)y vo2/(2g)

- [2gH(t, - to)/(vo2T) + (n1 - n2)] y v,2l(2g) (25)

where vo is the outdoor wind velocity,

Put

nr: 2gH(t" - Ç)/(v"2T) (26)

which is called the equivalent wind pressure factor for heat pressure

head, then we have

Âpo: [n1+ nr - nz] y vo2l(2 g) (27)

Substituting the expression 27 i¡lo 22, we have

v.:[(q+q-n)lÇ¿ltt2v" (28)

or

vc - levo Q9)

k": [(n1+ n1- n)/Ç¿]tt2 (30)

where k. is called the natural ventilation lactor lor a controlled cross-

section ofthe tunnel. It is shown that the air velocity at the controlled
cross-section is in proportion to the wind velocity on the ground.

Substituting expression 29 into expression 19, we have

v, = (F./Fr)k"v" (31)

which shows that the air velocity v'-at arly cross-section is in propor-

tion to the wind velocity on the $ound.

Ouality Control of the Natural Ventilation of an

Underground Space

The natural ventilation factor (k.) is crucial in the

optimization of the design: the kinetic characteristics that
contribute to the numerator should be maximized,
whereas the frictional characteristic that influence the

denominator should be minimized. In this way, improv-
ing the kinetic characteristics of the underground wind
path will increase natural ventilation: this can be achieved

by increasing the height difference between the air inlet
and outlet, and by taking air from the windward direction
and venting it on the leeward side. Friction factors can be

reduced by providing a smooth inner surface, and by

streamlining the tunnel by avoiding any abrupt changes in
its direction.

In a hilly area, the heat pressure head can be utilized to
raise the value of n, but this is not possible when the

underground space is situated on a plane. In this latter
location, the wind pressure head has to be used, and the

design objective is to maximise n1 and n2. It is possible to
design an air inlet to catch the wind, no matter what its
direction. This can be achieved with rotatory air inlet and

outlet devices htted with hoods and orientated by a wind
vane (fig. 2). A trumpet-mouth design can be used to col-

lect wind in a hilly location.
Chimneys may be employed to adjust the position of

the air inlet and outlet openings, because these permit a

vertical movement of air, which will be intensified by

solar heating of the air outlet [10, I l], and may reduce any

effect on wind velocity from the terrain. Air flow can also

be controlled from the heat pressure head by employing
twin air inlets, so that there are two main tunnels con-

nected to two branch tunnels. In winter the upper tunnel
can act as the air outlet for the main tunnel, whereas in
summer the lower tunnel serves this purpose.

Dehumidification of the air cannot be achieved easily,

unless the wind direction along the tunnel can be con-

trolled. If the air providing natural ventilation always pro-

ceeds in one direction down the tunnel, it is possible to

dehumidify it before it enters the main tunnel. Refrigera-

tion dehumidification is not possible from cost consider-

(24)
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ations. However, both solid and liquid adsorbents can be
used, because these can be regenerated by solar energy,
thus permitting a cost-effective dehumidification of the
ventilation air.

The combination of a spray dehumidifier and ade-
quate air flow permits good surface contact and little
reduction in the ventilation rate. The system can be auto-
mated (fig. 3) by connecting the dehumidifrer to a salt
tank on the ground with a salt pump. This pump provides
the potential energy to operate the dehumidifier, and the
concentration phase is effected by evaporation, driven by
solar energy. The rate of evaporation can be accelerated
by charging the salt liquid in the tank, thus causing a
higher vapour pressure on the charged liquid surface
(fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. The air inlet and air outlet lor an oriented natural ventila-
tion in underground space.

Fig. 3. The dehumidified section at the air inlet of natural ventila-
tion. I : Wetted air flow; 2 = dried air flow; 3 : salt tank in air inlet
section; 4: salt pump; 5 = plastic tubes; 6 = salt tank at higher poten-
tial;7 : charged the tank to increase the evaporation; 8 : the solar
ray.
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